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Dear Microtan,
last issue

-

Thanks for all your letters about the information printed in the
many of you certainly seem to appreciate our efforts in keeping

you informed about Sharp micros. There are now more than 1400 members in 37
countries around the World with more joining every day.

Since the last Newsletter there have been many exciting develop¬
ments from Sharp themselves and from some of the software /hardware suppliers.
This issue details the new MZ80B microcomputer , new disk operating systems,
languages , and add on units for the Sharp range.
In the last newsletter I mentioned that I was travelling to see
Sharp America to find out their plans for the release of Sharp micros there.
At the Paramus headquarters of Sharp-New Jersey I met Mr. Don Lawrence who
is in charge of the Systems division , Dave Hilton the Technical Manager and
Mr. Nino the Administration Manager. America has done very well with the PC1211
which has been marketed by Sharp and also sold under the Tandy trademark.They

have now started selling the PC3201 business micro which was detailed in the
last newsletter. The PC3201 was designed in America and I met the gentleman
who described himself as the 3201's grandfather. Sharp USA have now implemented
a CPM operating system and have a most interesting range of linked software
under development. Sharp and ourselves have already exchanged some software
and a great deal of technical information. Sharp USA now get this newsletter
and we hope to continue exchanging information. While there, we also discussed
the possibility of the USA starting to sell other Sharp micros and thus greatly
expand the range of software available.The USA division expect to sell 5,000
PC3201 units before Christmas.While in America I visited Sharp dealers in
New York , Washington , Baltimore , Chicago , New Orleans, Los Angeles, San Francisco
and while in Memphis saw the huge Sharp manufacturing plant there.

I left the States from Alaska , seeing a member there - much to
his surprise , heading for Japan via Hawaii, Korea and Taiwan. Korea was the most
interesting as one shop had on display a completely fake MZ-80K, it looked like
a Sharp but was finished in plastic and the boards inside were made of paxolin.
The flight to Japan was made especially interesting by the JAL
airlines novel use of a camera fixed to the front of the aircraft which display¬
ed the take off and landings on the movie screen. My arrival at Osaka airport
got off to a good start as the taxi driver who took me to the Imperial Hotel
was also a radio amateur. This hotel had been recommended to me by Mr. Tajima
of Sharp U.K. , it was huge with 3,000 rooms, 18 restaurants, and a stream runing through the main lounge. As soon as I got to my 26th floor room the phone
rang and this was Mr. Kinoshita of Sharp welcoming me to Japan.

CONNECTING OTHER PRINTERS TO THE MZ-80K

From time to time we get asked advice about connecting non Sharp
printers to the MZ-80K. We are aware that some members have connected old
Creed 7B printers which are often available for next to nothing in scrapyard
or at newspaper offices. Generally these have been connected up by members
who had considerable electronics knowledge - a custom made interface and
a software routine are required. The Creed can give good results but is
limited to upper case letters and to figures - it also weighs a ton but
prints well if you can stand the noise. Good value for around £3 usually.
In Japan there is a version of the Seiko GP80 which is designated
the GP80D and this model prints all the Sharp characters. It costs 84,000
Yen and is good value for money but so far this D version does not seem to
be imported to the U.K. It may be worth checking whether a D model can be

obtained for you with the dealers selling Seiko printers.
The main problem in connecting any other printer is that usually the;
will not print all the MZ-80K characters - many are limited to 128 character;
- some use one interface card with

SP5025 tape Basic and another card with

the SP6015 Disk Basic. With these types it is worth checking whether they
will work with the Pascal , FDOS , FORTRAN etc.
If any members have used the Sharp with other printers and want to
share their hardware /software expertise details can be printed in the next
newsletter.

3D GRAHICS PROGRAM FOR THE MZ-80B
1 OOO
10 i0
1020
1 030
1 040
1 050
1. 060
.1. 070
1 080
1 090
1. 100
1 1 10
1 120
1 .1. 30
1 140
.1. 1 50
1 1 60
2000
20 .1. 0
2020
2030
2040

REM THREE DIMENSIONAL GRAPHICS? SAMPLE PROGRAM
REM
COPYRIGHT 1981 <C) GRAHAM KNIGHT, ABERDEEN
REM
REM
CONSOLEC SO:GRAPH 1 1 , 0 1 , C 2 PR I NTCHRU < 6 >
DIM M (255), N (255)
F0R I =0T0255 s M ( I > =0 N ( I ) =97 s N E X T I
FOR Y~0T0 1 27 STEF-2:FOR X =301097
G0SUB2000 s D= I NT ( Z + X+ ( Y/2) > s E-'INT < X--Y+128)
I F < R< M ( E ) ) * ( D > =N(E) ) THEN 1 1 40
1 FD >M < E)THENM < E)=D
I F IX N (E)THENN(E)=D
E=279--E! D= 1. 89-D
SET E, D
NEXT X, Y: MUSIC "C2"
GOTO 1150
REM SUBROUTINE
S== ( X -60) -'••2 s U=ABS( V—60) s T= ( U-40) "''2
Z=(250—S— T) /3
IF Z<0THENZ=0
IF Y >64THENZ=— Z

RETURN
PRINTED USING COPY COMMAND

MZ-80P5 character set print out.
abcdef <gh i j klmno
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THREE NEW LANGUAGES FOR THE SHARP M2 -80K

-

PASCAL, FORTH and FORTRAN

HEW LANGUAGES

S-cncc Itt l ntAoductlon In OctobeA, 1 9 79 the. ShaAp M2-80K hoi enjoyed

a Aeputa.tXon

a*

an excellent 2 80 bated mXcAO compute A and hat tet

new

ttandaAdt {OA the AelXabXIXty o $ mXcAO pAoductt. One o { the main advantaget
o{ the M2-80K hat been Xtt ability to change languaget by tXmply loading

a dl { {eAent language tape. ThXt concept of, loading a language {Aom tape

hat been extAemely ute{ul to many M2-80K

who have been able to

owneAt

change { Aom BASIC to MACHINE COVE to ASSEMBLER language Xn a {ew mXnutet

-

many oldeA type mXcAot ( paAtXculaAly thote with 65 0 2 bated tyttemt) can
only change languaget by adding additional caAdt oA atle only available
{OA dltk bated tyttemt. KNIGHTS

and FORTRAN language tapet

-

now announce the Aeleate o{ PASCAL, FORTH

each language can be loaded onto any M2-80K.

At the namet KNIGHTS WEE PASCAL and KNIGHTS WEE FORTRAN tuggett thete
languaget atie tubtett o{ thelA paAent languaget

powe A{UI enough to allow { OA tome

veAy t

. They

atie

neveAthe Lett

o phlt tlcated pAogAammlng and

pAetent an Xnte Act ting challenge and an alteAnatlve to BASI C .With the

Acleate o{ thete

new languaget the ShaAp M2-80K ' can now be pAogAammed In

tlx languaget and we have plant to Aeleate COMAL, ALGOL, and a tubtet o {

COBOL.
(£2° + VAT )

KNIGHTS WEE PASCAL

Patcal began In the late 1 960 't at a tutoAlal expeAlment by

PAo{ettoA Nlklaut WlAth to teach the conceptt o{ pAogAammlng In atyttematlc

athlon with a language which uted a contlt tent and highly
pAogAam AepAet

entatlon

.

t

tAuctuAed

KNIGHTS WEE PASCAL It an IntegeA only Patcal which

doet have aAAayt , pAoceduAet , {unctlont and many Input/output { eatuAet

talloAed {.OA ute on the ShaAp M2-80K. It It tultable both { OA the expeAlenced
Patcal pAogAammeA and {OA the enthutlat tic beglnneA. The main dl{{cAence

Immediately noticeable between a Patcal and a BASIC
doet not ute line numbeAt .Indeed the concept o{

It Aedundant. Patcal

pAogAamt

It that PASCAL

phytlcal llnet In Patcal

mutt be layed out accoAdlng to a pAe-de{lned

oAdeA, but actual t tatement llnet may be tpAead
(of. t CAeen OA oaoeA.) with

pAogAam

oveA

many phytlcal llnet

a teml colon denotlna the end

of

a t tatement.

NEW

LANGUAGES FOR THE MZ- 8 OK

continued

Pascal pnognamt need canefiul thought be. fione they ane wnltten. Thene hat
been a gneat deal wnltten about Pascal -in the computing pnett with

even

the American Magazine "8 VTE" asking In an editorial "It Pat eat the new
Batie ? ".

following ane a lltt ofi the commandt available on the

The

KNIGHTS WEE PASCAL Intenpneten:

-

A

text

append a pnognam fin om tape : B

: V

F ttnlng

-

filndt line with tpeclfiled ttnlng : G/

K/ cleant memony

: L n

N n movet o Llnet

I

-

Intent pn.ogn.am llnet

-

-

Intentt a ttnlng befione cunnent petition

movet n llnet upwandt

finom

downwandt

neplacet

-

-

EUNC

-

t

cunnent potltlon

finom

CP: P n dltplayt n llnet ont

cunnent line with ttnlng

ttant ofi a bloch. ofi

pn.ogn.am : H n pn.ogn.am

nunt

(

tatementt : PROC

-

cneen

pnognam to tape

: S tavet

move to top ofi TEXT : VAR declanet vanlablet

BEGIN

finom end ofi

n deletet n llnet : E $nnnn llmltt uppen addnett ofi memory :

It outputted to pnlnten : I ttnlng

R ttnlng

-

no limit ofi length )

declanet pno cedunet

tlmllan to PROC except a value It netunned to the main pnognam

ARR.AV tlmllan to BASIC annaut '• IP ..THEN

..

ELSE : PUT (X)

code chanactcn at cunnent potltlon : WRI TE (
IMP In) In putt
£-= PEEK (X )

content

to wnlte In fionmatlon

finom pont n ( 0

: OUT In) outputt

finom pont n

Z fa e comet

)

placet ASCIII

ofi location X : Z :=GET;

-

-

2 55)

tlmllan to GET In BASIC

LOGICAL OPERATORS Include 0R,X0R, NOT, AND, not equal to,gneaten than etc

etc.

ARITHMETICAL OPERATORS Include AVV, MULTI PL V, SUBTRACT, VI VI VE , REMAINDER, RNV,
ABSOLUTE VALUE, INCREMENT VARI ABLES, VECREM ENT VARIABLES. Numbent ane ttened
&t

15 bit In te gent

. The

KNIGHTS

acceptable nange It

WEE

FORTRAN

- 32 76S

to 32 767 [$0000 to $FFFF )

( takes 12K of RAM)

(£30 + VAT)

KNIGHTS FORTRAN has been designed to give the personal user many
sf the advantages of fast running machine code produced by a high level
compiler. Until now Fortran has only been available to users of DISK systems
this 12K version does not support all the usual functions but loads from

—

.

tape It is suitable for control applications , fast games programs and any
at her application requiring high speed. It is not suitable for processing
large amounts of data although this implementation does support real and
integer variables. Characters may also be stored as integer variables.
There are 21 library routines including trig, log and boolean
functions : ICEIZ , GET ,10 C , LOW , KOD , IRND , I ADS , I SIGN , ABS , SQRT , SIN , A10G , AT AN , IOR ,
COS , TAN , EXP , FLOAT , I AND , XOR , IFIX

.

NEW LANGUAGES FOR THE SHARP MZ-80K
KNIGHTS WEE FORTRAN continued..,ÿ..

-

The standard DO LOOPS are supported as are arithmetical IF state
ments. Subroutines have been simplified to a BASIC type CALL to a line
number and RETURN at the end of the routine. The FORMAT statement has
been eliminated and formats are expressed in the READ or WRITE statements
to whch they apply. Decimal and hexadecimal numbers or characters may be
input
and printed. Cursor X,Y addressing has been added and a print-ou1
may be to the screen or printer. Access to machine code is made possible
by the addition of USR calls with the main registers stored. MEM replaces
PEEK and POKE and IOC allows access to the ports as with INP and OUT in
BASIC. £ft<IL is a useful statement which allows machine code to be compiled
directly into the program. The statement BREAK checks for the break key
and stops the program if required. PAUSE is a useful command for debugging
and STOP allows the option of running the program again or returning to
the compiler.The text editor is very comprehensive allowing full screen
editijig to change program lines as well as other editing features includir
saving and reloading of the source text.
Compiled programs may be saved as completely independent machine
code - these can than be loaded from the MONITOR without loading any
language or run time routines. Long programs can be compiled from tape
without loading the text into the editor - this feature is especially
useful with large programs, but being loaded on a 24K MZ-80K - with the
48K model this feature is not normally required.
KNIGHTS WEE FORTRAN INCLUDES the following functionsEDIT, COMPILE,FXEC,
SAVE,RUN,LIST ERRORS ONLY,BYE, ADD TEXT,INSERT,DELETE,READ,DIMENSION,GOTO
IF,DO,CALL,RETURN,PAUSE,STOP,BREAK,USR,END, etc etc.
V/e are very pleased with the WEE FORTRAN and have been using it
to write very fast games programs like Monaco Grand Prix - the source of
which is included with the compiler tape so that you can see how a FORTRAI
program is written. Monaco Grand Prix is an excellent example of the
ability of the FORTRAN to compile a program with sound,fast moving graphic
and above all extremely high speed. Many school and colleges have been
asking us to produce a FORTRAN which loads from tape and we are certain
that KNIGHTS WEE FORTRAN will soon become as popular as our KNIGHT TAPE
BASIC COMMANDER.KNIGHT DISK COMMANDER , and KNIGHT DIS-ASSEMBLER.
(
£25 + VAT)
KNIGHTS FORTH LANGUAGE

FORTH was invented by a radio astronomer but its uses are far more
down to Earth. Forth is different in that the user actually defines new
parts of the language as he goes along - thus enabling him to create
commands tailored to suit his needs using only those words supplied by
the FORTH and those definitions he has already created.

KNIGHTS FORTH continued..,.

-

I

indeed one video games
The main virtue of FORTH is its speed
l manufacturer uses FORTH for their arcade games. KNIGHTS FORTH loads from
Monitor on the MZ-80K and runs on any memory size model. It includes a
text editor which enables FORTH definitions to be stored on tape. Forth
1 has two distinct modes
TEXT EDITOR and DIRECT MODE. FORTH is a stack
I based language using Reverse Polish Notation (RPN) - Hewlett-Packard users
will already be familiar with RPN but others will soon learn.
The language is supplied on tape along with 12 pages of very
comprehensive instructions which include 15 sample programs. The tape
also comes with the following programs : a demonstration which includes 1.
very fast graphics, draws circles,rotates a cube, displays time etc, 2. a
Catherine wheel demo, 3. a useful program called FORTH BRIDGE which adds
the following commands to the standard Forth : LIST,CDS,HOME, BYE,TAB,CURx y,
BON,BO FF,MUSIC, ABS,RAND, and RANN. The last program on the tape is a
FORTH dis-compiler this allows jrou to examine the contents of a FORTH
program in a similar way to examining a program using a dis-assembler. —
only this time it is a dis-compiler because FORTH is of course compiled.
The standard KNIGHTS FORTH has the following functions:move line
pointer to the top of textjlist on screen with line numbers (these can be
cursor edited);list from line pointer for n lines without altering the
position of the line pointer;move LP forward or backwards for a specified
number of lines jdelete lines jinsert text; search for nominated strings;
compile source text;save source text;load text from tape; display size of
source ;define words using machine code;define variables;const,FORGET,
' display value of top of stack, display top of stack as base 10, display top
as a base 16 number, display strings jlinef eed;GETKY scans keyboard and places
ASCII code on top of stack; C0RDR,C0RDV;
ARITHMETICAL OPERATORS :
/M, OR , AND , XOR , = , ,
STACK OPERATORS : STK , CLR , DUP , DDUP, OVER,.20VER, 30VER,SWAP,ROT,DROP,MV.
LOOP ;
PASSING CONTROL WITHIN WORD DEFINITIONS : IF ..(ELSE)THEN ; DO
BEGIN...END; commands can also be used within DO LOOPS to copy value of
the counter onto the top of the return stack or to copy onto 2nd top of stack
GRAPHICS : SETG,RESG,LINE ( draws line between co-ordinates diagonally etc)
VRCLjVRI.rV; e.g 0 0 79 49 LINE draws a diagonal line between 0,0 and79>49
REG (enables user to write to the registers);SAVE;LOAD;VERIFY;USR;APLY;BASE
SP;DS;PE; and TXT RAND generates a random number between -32768 and 32767*
KNIGHTS release of these tape versions of PASCAL,FORTH, and FORTRAN
together with SHARP’S own machine code, assembler and BASIC make the MZ-80K
into a versatile micro especially suitable for use in schools and colleges
where they wish to teach the concepts of the different languages without
having the inconvience of changing circuit boards or running large disk
based systems. Future editions of the Sharp User Group Newsletter will
feature programs in KNIGHTS PASCA1,F0RTH and FORTRAN.

-

-

...
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KNIGHT COMMANDERINSTRUCTIONS
The KNIGHT COMMANDER
enhances
takes
The KNIGHT COMMANDER

no extra

APPEND

AUTO

BASIC by adding

these

DUMP

PRINT S>

PR I NT/A

PRINT/S

RENUMBER

enter
BYE then
- enter
LOAD
- indicate and
will
that

.

automatic

gives

numbers.

line

Shift

and

break

switches

at line
start
100 and go up in steps
will
AUTO by itself
in steps
at 5 and continue
of 5 .
AUTO 5,5 will start
at 200 then 230 , 260 , 290 etc.
start
AUTO 200,30 will

RENUMBER: This

renumbers

your

programsin

at line
100 and
start
RENUMBERby itself
will
at 5 and continue
in
RENUMBER5? 5 will start
at 200 then 230 ,
RENUMBER200,30 will start
and
THEN LIST
ALL GOTO GQSUB IF ....

DELETE : This
e.g.

is

block

for

DELETE 325,395

PRINT/S

"

will

the

Prints

line

PRI NT/A and PRI NT/0 direct

PRINT /A
the

(print

screen

and

PR I NT/B sets

printer

on to

printer

in

all

the

printing

all)
all
causes
printer.
F’RINT/0

the

325 to

lines

display

to the
This can be formatted
as described
width characters

you

of

10.

wish

.

go up in steps
steps
of 5 .
260 , 290 etc.

RUN statements

of
are

off

AUTO.

10.
also

renumbered,

deletion

delete

screen

steps

any

OFF

TR0N

Using
is easy . Load the BASIC as usual
the KNIGHT COMMANDER
press
the KNIGHT COMMANDER
Place
the CR key
in the tape unit
press
cursor
PLAY . The tape will soon stop and the flashing
you are
these
extra
commands.
back in BASIC but with all

AUTO : This

commands..

memory.

DELETE

PR I NT/0

PRINT/B

SHARP SP5025

the

395 inclusive.

SHARP M.Z--80P3

the

to give

compressed

MZ-80P3 manual.

to

the

printer.

,

lines

single

or

double

printer.

PRINT and PRINT/P statements
switches
to the normal
this

to

print

mode.

on both

tab.

statement

normally
causes
the printer
a tab to the next
Sharp
sets this to 10. It can now be set between
1 arid 255.
may
e.g.
wide (a variable
set the tab columns to 24 characters
PRINT/B 24 will
for creating
useful
tables
of figures.
be used as the number). This is especially

A comma in a
column start

print

-

Bash, c

to

APPEND This

will

basic

join

programs

a program
Use APPEND by loading
program
which has been numbered
Any number of programs
cassette.

TRON n

This

a trace

is

-from

higher.

can

together.

tape

and then enter
The new program

be joined

together.

APPEND. Load

can

then

a second
to a
be saved

-function.

of a program and displays
the line
number being
down the running
corner.The
execution
of the program
at the time in the top left
can be
key - press
graphic
any other
the bottom right
stopped
at any time by pressing
key is also
step
through
used to single
key to restart.
The bottom right
the
step
again
stop.
again
to
press
and
The
program
cursor
and
on
flashes
the
it
position
indicating
at each pause in the program.
The value of ’ n ’
its
screen
and this
can be varied
to 255
the slowest
sets the delay. TRON 1 is the fastest

TRON slows
executed

-

OFF switches

DUMP n

off.

of

values

the

lists

DUMP
DUMP
DUMP
DUMP
DUMP
DUMP
DUMP
DUMP

trace

the

variables,

•'n-' may be any

number

from 0 to

functions
all
user defined
string
simple
variables
all
string
arrays
single
dimension
all
string
arrays
two dimensional
all
simple
numeric
variables
all
arrays
single
numeric
dimension
all
arrays
numeric
all two dimensional
the above.
all

lists

lists
lists
lists

lists
lists
lists

does

key can again
graphic
right
be used to control
the display.
Use SHIP
during
a dump routine.
and BREAK to exit
changes
array
is dumped the first
index
the most rapidly
When a two dimensional
figure
index
is printed
within
brackets.
each row the second
and after

The bottom

PRINT

is

S) X,Yj

When a print

a

PRINT AT command.

statement

is

begun

3 X,Y;

where

is
the cursor
0-24 respectively
is executed.
statement
of the print
and the rest,
print
a K in the centre
e.g.
? ;j) 20, 12; "K" will

LIST

does
KNIGHT COMMANDER

not.

slow

the

all

times.

of

the
bottom

As the

operation

of
the

properly.

at

be controlled

X and Y are
at

positioned

by

TRON and DUMP may all

LIMIT MAX now works
used

immediately

was created

here

screen

screen.
right

down the

by Duncan Booth using
the
at Aberdeen
only
unique
from
is
available
and
is
The KNIGHT COMMANDER

It

0-39 and
X, Y
location

expressions

Sharp

key

graphic

E-iASIC

it

.

may

Assembler.

KNIGHTS COMPUTERS.

KNIGHTS TV AND COMPUTERS103 ROSEMOUNTPLACE ABERDEEN TELEPHONE 0224 630526

be

Knights TU &
0©IMP!U)T

.

AJJJJ riAiumo
JUI ij

ntC/Ci

MZ-80P3

ur

£

£

£

v/u.

389

625

£ 599

£ ‘199

£

£ 575

£

£ 425
£ 339
87

£ H 10

379
395

£ 359

345

100 Rosemount Place,
Aberdeen AB2 4YW

DEAL G

MZ-8010 interface box (takes up to five cards)
MZ-80FD dual disk floppy dr 1 ve ,1 n ter face card, all cables

£

Telephone: 0224 630526
Telox: 739169 "KNIGHTS TV"

everything in DEAL C AND MACHINE CODE

t

DEAL D

48K SHARP, BASIC, PASCAL, FORTH , FORTRAN ,MACHINE CODE,

SHARP MZ-80K with full 48K memory, BASIC AND PASCAL
48K HZ-80K BASIC , PASCAL , AND FORTH +10 programs
M
, BASIC , PASCAL ,FORTH , 1 0 programs, AND FORTRAN

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES FROM SHARP'S BIG DEALER

Banker*: Clylrsrlale Bank Lid Rosemount Al*etde*m.
V A T. Beg. No. 265 3119 66
Consumer Credit Licence 0I2H28

A MEMBFR Or RADIO 4 TLLEVI5ION RETAILERS’ ASSOCIATION

DEAL A

DEAL B

"

DEAL E
12 programs and the KNIGHT COMMANDER
everything included in DEAL B plus our famous library of
(see separate list)

DEAL C

DEAL F

DEAL II

printer complete with interface card

J00 PROGRAMS

DEAL J
100 programs

MZ-80P3 printer , PASCAL, FORTH, FORTRAN and KNIGHT COMMANDER
BOX ♦

DEAL K
EVERYTHING IN DEAL K

EVERYTHING IN DEAL J , plus our ‘new DISK COMMANDER
MZ-flOFD dual floppy, DISK COMMANDER , FORTH , FORTRAN , + PASCAL
H8K SHARP MZ-80K , PRINTER , DUAL FLOPPY , INTERFACE DOX

.INTERFACE

DEAL L
DEAL M
DEAL N

DEAL P

complete system as DEAL P with addition of PASCAL, FORTRAN

£1345

DEAL Q

£1445
FORTH, MACHINE CODE, DISK COMMANDER and DISASSEMBLER
complete system as DEAL P wl th addition of 1 disk program £ 1425
tt
tt
ti
DEAL P with addition of 2 disk programs £1499

all connecting cables and manuals.

DEAL R
DEAL S
n

DEAL P
it

tt

it

of i|

of 3

£1575

it

tt

"

»»

DEAL P

DEAL T
tt

"

it

"
••

M

£1645
£1699

DEAL U

"

"
of 5

"

"
it

of 6

n

II

n

DEAL P

it

DEAL W
it

ii

DEAL P

DEAL X
M

it
it

of 7

»

It

ft

w

ti

«

DEAL Y

-

.

,

AVAILABLE NOW

bl directional serial for the
NEW SHARP LANGUAGES

-

-

.

.

.

PC3201.64K

extra HAM board for

KNIGHTS PASCAL, PORT!I, FORTRAN and MACHINE CODE

£85

PC320 1

KNIGHTS WEE PASCAL conmands include: innert/delete lines, fi nd/insert string, move .replace
string, VAFV,PIK)C'7FUNC , ARRAY ,IF. .THEN. .ELSE,PUT,1NP ,OUT ,OR , XOR , AND ,NOT , REMAINDER ,RND ,
1NCRFMENT /DECREMENT VARIABLES.Supplied with four programs - ideal for PASCAL beginners
on tape for MZ-80K
£20
KNIGHTS FORTH functions include
OR, AND, X0R. Stack opera tors :STK,CLR,DUP .DIXJP ,OVER,
SWAP , ROT, DROP ,MV Graphics :SET,RESG, LINE, C0RDV. Supplied with very fast demo programs
rotating cubes, drawing circles, etc and a DISCOMP1LER (similar to a disassembler but KNIGHT'
FORTH is compiled.
on tape for MZ-80K
£25
KNIGHTS FORTRAN takes 12K and is supplied with a 32K source program "Monaco Grand Prlx"
which you can list and learn how to get rapid movement , fast key response and sound all at
the same time
impossible in BASIC. Includes MEM,GET,IOC,LOW,MOD,IRND,IARS, JSIGN,ABS,SQRT
SIN,AL0G,ATAN,I0R,00S, TAN,EXP, FLOAT, IAND, XOR, TFIX, EDIT, COMPILE, ADD, INSERT, DIM,IF,DO, CALL,
PAUSE etc. Compiled programs can be saved as machine code aixl will then load from monitor
or be transferred onto disk.
on tape for MZ-80K
£30
KNIGHTS MACHINE CODE for experts only. We have written this so that it can be loaded with
BASIC andthere are no restrictions on the memory areas which can be dumped and modi fled.
Includes FIND, TRANSFER,HEX/DECIMAL, CHARACTER DUMP/ MODIFY, REGISTER DT SPLAY /MODIFY, EX F.CUTE
ADDRESS etc.
on tape for MZ-0OK
£25
ALL FOUR ADOVE

SHARP PASCAL takes l6K,very comprehensive package which supports Dill screen editing,rase
statements etc. Supplied with either KNIGHTS WEE PASCAL (which we recoinnend if you are a
beginner) or with- our NUMERICAL INTEGRATION PACKAGE no 216.
on tape for MZ-80K £45

written specially for the MZ-80B as Sharp do not have a tape

SHARP PASCAL FOR MZ-80B ") DEFINED KE YS, REPEAT, e to ;Supplied with Numerical Integration
FAcKAGE which makes full use of the B hi-res graphics for plotting curves. On tape £50
KNIGHTS EASY ASSEMBLER

based assembler for the B.

£45

disk based ,supplied with our extra Instructions and

SHARP FD0S FOR K OR B allows writing of machine code interfaced with the disk system.
Facilities include ability to handle serial inter face, paper tape reader ,plotter etc.
Includes LINKFI LE.ORG, DEBUG, FORMAT, STATUS AND HAS ABILITY TO PM07ECT DISKS FROM COPYING.
FL11 details in our latest User Group Newsletter.
£75
SHARP COMPILER FOR K OR B
on disk.

PRECISION BASIC FOR K OR B array size Is only limited by memory , TRl NT USING,

sample programs

DOUDlÿE

lb digit precision. Supplied with simultaneous linear equation package, disk £39

SHARP

-8

MJDE

- making

£ 25

for the K only, includes an outfit t:o tape compatible wi1

the K as fast as the MZ-80B. e.g. An array which takes 60

UNIT self powered RTTY terminal which plugs into tlte MZ-0OK. Connects to

ALL PRfCF.S INCLUDE DELIVERY BUT

EXCLUDE VAT.

for transmission of rtty and morse code. VARIABLE BAUD RATES, 5 MSSAGF, STORES, etc

£15C

receiver loudspeaker for teletype reception on the screen and to the microphone socket

KNIGHT COM'S

seconds to set up will now be created In 30 secs. Saves to cassette at double speed too £

the preessing speed

soldering and allows the user to select between the standard 2Miz and 4lffz thus doubling

8 and 128 byte checksums, load /dump memory etc. SUPERB FOR MACHINE CODE FREAKS ONLY £30Kc
KNIGHTS SUPER SPEED 4HHz FOR THE MZ-80K our board which plugs into the MZ-80K without any

through hex pad created on graphic keys or directly onto the ASCII representation .Cal cu la

the Sharp Assembler. Can be resident with Basic.

PIS- ASSEMBLER

KNIGHTS
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£1745
£1799
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KNIGHTS SUPER MACHINE CODE pages through memory U3lng screen editor to alter locations ei *
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£1845
£1945
DEAL P

DEAL Z

DEAL V

—

11 our deals are inclusive of delivery and are guaranteed for one year. In fact
have been selling Sharp products for seven years and Sharp computers since

/e

other dealer

)ctober,1979
we have never charged anyone ever to repair a Sharp product. If
rou have any problem with one of our units 3imply return it to us and we will
ia ve it on its way back to you within 24hours. We run the International Sharp
Iser Group and have more than 1,400 members In 37 countries - membership is free
i hen you buy a computer from KNIGHTS and we will keep sending you our newsletters
o keep you up to date with Sharp developments World-wide We only sell Sharp
ilcros and use them every day for our own business and for our musical and amateur
•adlo hobbies. We have written articles in many magazines and currently have a
leries running in Electronics and Music Maker. The Newsle t ter our articles, and
Personal involvement with Sharp ensure that we support our customers better than
we have after all been giving personal service since 1939.

ny

Knights T.U &
SHARP OFFERS
DEAL A
DEAL B
DEAL C
DEAL 0
DEAL E
DEAL F
DEAL G
DEAL J
DEALP
DEAL 1
DEAL 2

48K SHARP MZ-80K. BASIC, PASCAL AND 1 0 programs
£345
48K SHARP MZ-80K. BASIC, PASCAL, FORTH and 1 5 programs
£359
48K SHARP MZ-80K. BASIC, PASCAL, FORTH. FORTRAN + 1 6 programs
£379
Everything in DEAL C plus MACHINE CODE
£395
Everything in DEAL D plus KNIGHT TAPE COMMANDER
£410
EVERYTHING in DEAL D and our famous 1 00 programs
£425
SHARP MZ-80P3 printer with interface card
£339
SHARP MZ-80FD dual floppies with K interface card and cables
£575
COMPLETE SHARP SYSTEM. MZ80K, printer, disks, interface box
£1345
MZ-80B with BASIC, our ASSEMBLER, and 5 programs
£943
COMPLETE MZ-80B SYSTEM, DISKS. PRINTER, 100 programs including word and data
processing, stock control, mail list etc
£21 95
All prices exclude VAT but include delivery

10 CONFESSIONS FROM SHARP’S BIGGEST DEALER
CONFESSION NUMBER 1

— I’m a microfan too. I need a computer for my amateur
hobby. My Sharp keeps track on orbiting communication satellites, logs

OK. OK I confess

radio
my contacts, calculates antenna lengths, teaches me morse, decodes teletype,
and even generates test cards for amateur tv transmissions. I also use the Sharp
for my other hobby composing music. You may already have read my articles
on ‘MicroMusic’ in Electronics and Music Maker.
Most dealers just sell micros, we use the Sharp everyday in our own
business. The MZ-80K controls our stock, takes care of our sales and purchase
ledgers, prints our address labels and one is used in our service department to
diagnose faults on TV sets. Ok, Ok I confess our business would grind to a halt
without our Sharp.

—

CONFESSION NUMBER 2
Back in 1979 I decided to start selling micros but before doing so I drove
over 2,000 miles checking out the competition. Some of the firms who
advertised at that time had no shops, were part timers operating from homes

and even caravans, most were financially shaky and some had no electronic
knowledge at all. I knew we coulddo far better than this, our fam ily business had
been established for 40 years, we had proper retail premises and a professional
service department which already looked after our 3,000 TV rental sets. Above
everything else we had plenty of finance and could afford to buy in large
quantities, OK, OK I confess I already had the six berth cruiser on Loch Ness
before I became Sharp’s biggest micro dealer.

CONFESSION NUMBER 3

Having decided to sell micros in a professional manner — I had to choose
from all the various models available on the market. I rejected some on simple
grounds — no lower case letters, no £ sign, poor graphics etc. I rejected all the
systems with 6502 processors simply because it was going back in time. Z80
based systems like the Sharp had far more registers and were therefore more
powerful. We had already been selling Sharp radio and TV products since 1973
and when Sharp announced the MZ-80K we decided to test the newcomer from
Japan. It suited all our requirements with a built in cassette and screen. We were
impressed by the construction and our service lads had great fun testing it for
reliability. We heated it up in an oven, sprayed the boards with ‘Freeze it’, stood
on it, kicked it, dropped it, and even cranked the mains voltage up from the
standard 240v to 320v and it still refused to go wrong. That same Sharp MZ-80K
is still our demonstration model. It has never required service and has been on
for at least 15 hours a day for the last 21/? years. OK, OK I confess I have been
selling Sharp products for eight years and I have never charged anyone
anything to repair anything made by Sharp.

CONFESSION NUMBER 4

We have sold Sharp micros to all sorts of users including schools, Oxford
and Cambridge Universities, EMI, the Post Office, the Ministry of Defence, the
Federation of Sports Goods Suppliers, the Union of Plumbers, the British
Sugar Corporation, various factories for controlling production lines, and just
about every oil company presently exploring the North Sea. OK, OK I confess to
being amazed at the professional organisations who buy complete systems but
always want Space Invaders and Missile Command programs to be invoiced as
special programming aids.

Knights T.U &

CONFESSION NUMBER 5
With Sharp’s permission I run the Sharp User Group and have over 2,000
members around the World. The Newsletter keeps everyone up to date with the
latest developments and the most recent issue contains details of my visit to
Sharp in Japan. The newsletter contains a great deal of information which is
unobtainable elsewhere. OK, OK I confess we charge you £3 to join the Group if
you did not buy your Sharp from Knights.

CONFESSION NUMBER 6
During my visit to Sharp Japan I showedtheirsoftwarepeopleourtapeand
Disk Commanders. These add many new commands to Sharp Basic like auto
line number, renumber, trace, dump, single step etc. The programmers were
amazed that we had been able to add so much to their Basics without taking any
extra memory. Sharp are now marketing them for us but they are only available
in Europe direct from Knights. As a result of my visit to Japan only Knights can
now offer the MZ-80K with six languages — BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN,
FORTH, MACHINE CODE AND ASSEMBLER. OK, OK I am sorry for dealers
selling small memory miocros which need essential extras like a cassette unit
and a screen and are limited to one or perhaps two languages. The Sharp is a
real 48K computer with built in screen, cassette and only the Sharp has six tape
based languages.

CONFESSION NUMBER 7
The Sharp software catalogue demonstrates the huge range of software
available for the Sharp. Write for a copy — Knights have more programs in it
than any other dealer. OK, OK I am sorry for all the other Sharp dealers who
cannot sell you our FORTRAN, our PASCAL, our FORTH, or indeed any of our
programs. We selfishly refuse to sell them through other dealers!!

CONFESSION NUMBER 8

We have been giving personal service for more than 40 years — if you have
any queries about Sharp micros just give Alec or Graham Knight a ring and we
will do our very best to help you. OK, OK I confess we try very hard to make all
our offers absolutely unbeatable. If you spot any other dealer trying to beat me
in an advertisement and he actually has it in stock we will beat that offer on the
spot. Remember we accept ACCESS, VISA, MASTERCHARGE and we export
ex -vat anywhere.

CONFESSION NUMBER 9
I'm sorry for all the dealers who sell computers as if they were still selling
soap suds. They take your money, give you a computer with no programs and
hope they never see you again — what they call a nice clean sale. We do get
involved, we use the Sharp ourselves and will follow through for years to come
with our newsletters and advice., Once you are on our mailing list disk it is very
difficult to get off. OK, OK I confess I really am not sorry for the soap sud type
dealer.

CONFESSION NUMBER 10
We offer unbeatable deals on Sharp MZ-80K, MZ-80B, and PC3201 micros
Knights have the largest range of languages and software — write for our latest
prices, newletters and software lists. OK, OK just one last confession I am off to
Japan for the second time in six months to sign exclusive deals for more Sharp
goodies.

108 ROSEMOUNT PLACE
ABERDEEN AB2 4YW
Telephone : 0524*630526
Telex: 739169 “KNIGHTS TV”
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£5

£8

£5
£5

(-5) using

£25

30 skill levels, LION TAMER ,KAMIKAZI PILOT £5

£ 0

(K,B, or 3201)

<

rt

1 1

N048

<J

£55

tape or DISK for MZ-80K or

!•*»•

M-

is too

foal hut we refuse to slow it down. £8

-3D BONUS everyone

tape output compatible with

UFO faster than any other Sharp game-like TARGE

Sharp assembler £25

No39 DISASSEMBLER 2 eight

modes , includi ng

transfer and 'to follow' print outs.

Is prompted to enter quantity , si ze cost vat, etc. Also generates stock

,

MZ-80B

No 37 INVOICING PROGRAM prints neat invoices with your heading, and the user

j.and fit3 data to linear exponential , log or power curves.

No 24 DIVISER/ADVISER,MULTIGRID, TEACH TABLES £5
No25 STATISTICS CALCULATES MEAN, VARIANCE , CO-VARIANCE ,STD DEV, etc £U0
No26 CURVE FITTINGenter data pairs , calculates Intercept , slope , co-e ffl cient

*

Nol9 KNIGHT COMMANDER takes no extra memory but adds masses of new commands
to SP5025 BASIC Including AUTO LINE NUMBER , BLOCK DELETE , RENUMBER , PRINT g,
TRACE, SINGLE STEP , APPEND , PRINT SCREEN, DUMP VARIABLES etc. £25
FACTORS
No 2 3 FIVE SUM TESTS ,MULTIGRID ,
£5

No 1 8 ARCADE ROAD RACE

£8
No 1 6 CRIBBAGE , POKER t BACKGAMMON
Nol7 WIZARDS CASTLE ultimate role playing Sharp game, attack monsters,
cast spells, find jewe 1 s , change sex, choose your weapons and armour , select
£5
your inte 11igence , dexterity , strength , ♦ TOWERS , ♦ GATOR EATER

an inflation linked forecast 12 months ahead.

and stored onto tape. Actual income and expenditure can be used to give

headings , chooses financial year, data entered is displayed in tabl es , graphs et

No 1 5 INFLATION FORECASTING ACCOUNTS user creates own credit and debit

No 1 4 RENUMBER FOR SP5025 renumbers all GOTO , GOSUB e tc £10

,

a number line technique + division and MORSE TUTOR

No 1 3 DIRECTED NUMBERS teaches difficult concepts like -5

young children + six maths programs

No 1 2 TEACH TABLES like a game but very successful in schools teaching

Noll SHARP UTILITIES, DISASSEMBLER, MEMORY DUMPER, BYTE SEARCHER

No 1 0 LION TAMER, TEN PIN BOWLING OTHELLO

£5

CO-ORDINWARS teaches co-ordinates , STAMP OUT ,SPACEFIGHTER £5

No9

,

MAJOR SCALES teaches musi c , Enter talner , +SHARP ORGAN KEYS £5
£8
Exploding Atoms great two player game , STA RTHEK , 3D MAZE

No7
NO8

£5

3D MAZE , OTHELLO , HYNO-PAT

£5

NO6

£5

No5

No4

SURVIVAL, STAMP-OUT, OTHELLO-play against the Sharp
SKI-SLOPE-30 skill levels , JUMPING BALLS , STA RTREK

,

COSMIC INVASION, SPACEFIGIITER

CASINO CHIPS- teaches half life concept OWARI+SPACE INVADERS £5

PAPER STONE SCISSORS

£5

No2

♦

SNAKE ISLAND, TEN PIN BOWLING AND POKER

No3

No 1

THE NEW K/.-80B at £943

or at A! 10N 5 with 70 programs or at £2195 for tlie complete system
Mz-8°K tape programs
with stock, won! processing,etc.

Fe-fcMBtiH AS THE LARGEST DEAU-HS IN SHARP MICROS OUTSIDE JAPAN WE GIVE BETIER VA1.UE THAN
ANY OTHER SUPPLIER. WE GUARANTEE TO BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE ON HIE SPOT. E.G. WE SUPPLY

OK CUSlOMEHS PLEASE ADD 15% VAT. Prices

SUICIDE RUN retains high score special double points bonus £5

6l

five skill levels

£5

.57.

66'

SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS -Gaussian elimination ,Choleski 's Triangular

SUPER BAZOOKA fire at cars , bikes , e tc but avoid the stretcher cases £5

f5
£5

£5

65

69
71

-

£5
prints neat tables on

MZ-80P3

£8

vary

-

including INVOICING, STATISTICS

,
It,D, and PC3201

only supply with
K'-fiOB package deals

MZ-80K or MZ-80B

£ 100

MZ-80K,MZ-80B

or

allows user to create his own MZ-80K master disks

£100

PC3201 DISKS £100

prints stock report s , records sales, alters prices,prints re-order

LEfXjEH

KNIGHTS SCHOOL DISK

MZ80K £150

£100

£150
KM TOUTS GAMES DISK no I, 2, 3, 4 £100 ea. AMATEUR RADIO DISK £100

MZ-80K

integrates with SALES and PURCHASE LEDGERS allows user to specify

both sides of a double entry book-keeping system. Trial balances etc.

KNIGHTS NOMINAL

KNIGHTS PURCHASE 1DIGGER records all your creditors, prints remittance advices etc

KNIGHTS SAILS LEDGER full facilities for up to 180 accounts,prints statements etc MZ80K £150

and inactive reports, records items on order from supplier .yearly smmaries.For K, 8,3201 £150

KNIGHTS STOCK CONTROL

variables .block delete .repeat on all keys, trace .single step etc TAKES NO EXTRA MEMORY £ 65

KNIGHTS MZ-8QK DISK COFMANDER adds 300 new cowhands,numeric pad, user defined keys, auto, dump

MASTER DISK COPIER

service contracts,etc. Ring for details of storage on

MAIL LIST/DATABASE useful for storing information about particular customers re guarantees,

generates peel off labels In conjunction with printer.

up to 1,500 addresses on one disk. Fast search facility,

DISK PROGRAMS FOR

DISASSEMBLER , ASSEMBLER .CURVE FITTING, HI RES GRAPHS

seventy programs

MZ-80B only OTHELLO, EXPLODING ATOMS , STARTREK £10
MZ-80B ONLY WIZARDS CASTLE , PATTERN MAKER, AERIAL WARFARE £15
£40
MZ-80B only DIS- ASSEMBLER + SECURITY COPIER

SNAKES SUPPER SNAKE GETS LONGER AND LONGER AS IT DEVOURS TARGETS £5

Statistical analysis

JUNGLE JINKS extreme cruelty to animals

MAILING LIST AND LABEL GENERATOR

No 72

No

No 70

No

No 68

No 52

No

£25

£25
216 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION by Simpson's Rule, Gauss legendre and Gauss Laguerre.

comprehensive package Including 20 pages of notes. Runs on Sharp Pascal K or B

No

on tape, or on disk for Double precision K or B Basic

decomposition method, 16x16 matrices, solution vector displays etc. Aval lable for K or B BASIC

No 205

SNAPPER (crash-head on style fast game) £5

SUPER BREAKOUT machine code super fast

£5

SPACE INVADERS faster,legs wriggle, top score 99,999

SHADOW ALIEN detect them by their shadows

New

63 KISS THE TEACHER biology was never like this

No .55

No

No

No

No £f j
No 84

£5

MISSILE COMMAND defend your cities enter your initials if you beat

tiie high score. Exclusive to Knights

No

-

MONACO GRAND PRIX SUPER FAST COMPILED Fortran program runs from monitor

on any MZ-80K

No 54

No N 9

MZ-80K tape programs continued

COMPUTE PC3201 system,micro, disks, printer + stock control .database /null list .curve fitting
etc.
12995.

All. OUR PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY BUT EXCLUDE VAT

statlstics.dis-assembler

NOTE

* si.

Zf

- Ell

JT W

'ii.-. F15J

75 C5

THE 5IZ-8QK

5 PRI NT"2"
DEF FHPCX;=(X--‘ 18+ < I NT(LOG(X > > ;
rower function in 5P5025 10
|=INT(LOG(X))
15 DEF FNB(X)
whoch will handle 10 E18
1 =-32+
(X—0)~(X )ÿ 1)+43
FNCCX;
rut will not print 10 E19. 16 DEF
020
20 GOSUB 1
This routine allows the
B=X:EB=EX
30
multiplication or division
(FNC(EB j
: ’
CHR$
of numbers above this lirnil 75 PR I NT"B = " B "E"
'3b PRINT
Each number is stored in 40 GOSUB1020
two variables.The first
50 C=X:EC=EX
C* "E" 5 CHR$ (FNC( EC > > i STR$ C EC .
contains the digits of the 55 PR I NT "C
the range of the

1

56 PRINT
number stored as between
1 and 10. The second stores68 REM
Mu 11 iP1 i cat i on P=B+C
the power of ten to which 70 REM
the number should be mult- 75 REM
iplied.To convert a number S@ EP=EB+Eu+FNB( B+U) H=FNH B+U)
to this form use the line 85 PRINT" Product = "‘
90 GOSUB2808
EX=BNB(X)+EX:X=FNA(X)
100 REM
A number may be printed
110 REM DIVISION P=B-"C
out as in line 2010.
120 REM
If a number is within the 125 PRI NT "Quotient
usual range it can be con- <30 EP=EB-EC+FNB(ByC): P=FNP(B--1
verted by A=A * 10 EA to
140 GOSUB2000
an ordinary number.
500 END
REM
_
This allows exponents far 1000
greater than those available
J
using the double nrecision
INPUTX
1020
BASIC.
PRINTTPB(IQ)
I NP LITER
"CEXF'ONENT
1040
The RE., comments indicate
EX=EX+FNB(X) : X=FNH OC1050
the various functions of
1060 RETURN
the routine.
REM
1999
It will probably be
REM OUTPUT
2000
of most use to schools
REM
2001
and colleges who require
0 PR I NTLEFTt(STRT(A ), 8); "E": CHR*(FNC EP))s STR$ C ER)
1
20
the extra range on the
2020. RETURN
power function to count atomsÿetc.
COMPUTER PIANO
18 REM
REM
UIC KUS I N
19 D I MC(255 > ,F(255> ,F$(255>:LIMI T24552
,
20 DPTP205,27,0,50,240,95,201 ,0
4,
49,~#A,
15,
4,
“B,
17,37
245,
13,
“A,
4,
218, 180,“#G
2125 1
21 DPTR 1
1
22 DPTP 215,4,252,”G,236,5,72,“#F,226,5,152,“F,227,5,237,”E
23 DPTR229,6,71,”#D,251,6,167,"D,61,7,12,”#C,59,7,119,“C,76,7,234,B
24 DPTP79,8,98,#R,75,8,226,P,73,9, 104,#G,74,9,248,G,85, 10,144,#F
25 DPTP72,11,48,F,71 , 1 1 ,218,E,84,12,142,#D,70,13,78,D,82,14,24,#C
26 DPTA68,14,238,C,83,15,212,-B,87, 16,196,-#A,65, 17, 196,-.0,81,18,208,-#G
27 F0RP=24553T024560:REPDB:POKEA , B:NEXT
28 F0RP=1 T028:REPDK,C(K > ,F(K > ,P$< K >:NEXT
COMPUTER PIANO
29 PRINT"E
30 PR I NT"C The keys in the QPERTV and RSDFGH rows
31 PRINT" are your Piano keyboard as shown below
32 PRINT" Use CR and DEL keys to separate lines.
33 PRINT"S
=• k
34 F0PJ=1T03
35 PRINT"
II I II ! Ill I ■■! ■ ■ ■ i":NEXT
36 F0RJ=1T03
37 PRINT"
! I I I I I i i I I I I I I I i I": NEXT
38 PRINT"
B
39 USR(24553):fl=F'EEK(24560)
40 IFR=0THENX=P:USR <71):G0T039
41 P0KE4514,C CP):P0KE4513,F <P >:USR <68)
■

.

,

-

42 IFX=ATHEN39
43 IFA= 102THENPR I NT" ":PR INT" mS ";
44 IFA=96THENPR INT"3 3";
45 PR I NTF'T < P);:X=P:G0T039

AROUND THE WORLD WITH SHARP by Graham Knight

Over the next few days I met many people connected with Sharp micros.
They had obviously done a lot of homework and knew all about the User Group.
Mr. Amano,the manager of their export division, was a little surprised that a
U.K. dealer was actually paying his own fare to go around the World promoting
Sharp. He kindly arranged for me to tour many of the Sharp factories and to meet
the people developing the hardware and software. Mr. Amano confirmed that we
had sold more Sharp micros than anyone else outside Japan and he knew that we
did not sell other manufacturers micros. Because of our commitment to Sharp he
also arranged for me to visit the very hush, hush Sharp development laboratories
as well as the production factories.
It will probably come as no surprise to Sharp micro users that great
emphasis is placed on research and dvelopment in Japan with about 20% of the
workforce being involved in R and D.It will probably also come as no surprise
for you to learn that Sharp micros are used to control the production and
testing of MZ-80Ks and MZ-80Bs. I also visited the factory which makes all
the microprocessors. It derives half its power from huge banks of solar cells

on the factory roof - this also generates pure water which is used in the
process. Sharp also showed me their calculator factory which makes a calculator
their solar house . This bungalow was completey solar
every 2 seconds and
powered and everything inside was under the control of a Sharp micro.
The most interesting people I met at the micro division were Mr.

MZ-80B and Mr. Tsutsumi who designed the MZ series
software. Among the new products shown to me were the IMZ-80P4 - a 1 60 character
printer, the MZ-80P6 a friction and tractor drive printer, and the eight inch
floppy for the PC3201 . They also kindly gave me advance copies of the B manuals
Inigawa who designed the

enabling us to prepare software four months in advance of the UK release date.

All the software people at Sharp were especially interested in our tape and
disk commander programs and were surprised at how many extra commands we had
been able to fit in within their Basic.Several 'toolkits’ are available in
Japan but each is used for a different purpose e.g. one is loaded when you
want renumber and another is used if you want to append. Our Commanders were
highly thought of as they were ' multi-purpose' and are now in fact on sale in
Japan.

At the research lab they showed me all three versions of the video disk
- the RCA selectavision , VHD , and Laservision. Experimental flat screen displays
were much in evidence and one prototype TV set was like a calculator. Sharp
developments in satellite stations and in fibre optics were well to the fore
and they demonstrated sending colour signals over seven miles of optical cable.
Being a born sceptic I had to make sure the demonstration was 100% by squeezing
transmitted optically - it
the fibre tube to see if the picture really was
was!

Great stress is put on reliability and to this end Sharp try to man¬
ufacture as many of the components they use as possible.

AROUND THE WORLD WITH SHARP continued
Mr. Araano emphasised that Sharp had the ability to market a product
on a worldwide basis just 8 months after the design had been completed .But
he stressed that when a design was implemented they hoped it would have a
long life and that consideration was always given to making new products in
a way which was compatible with the old. They had brought out the MZ-80B in
addition to the MZ-80K and they did not intend these two micros to compete
with each other but they recognised that many B buyers would like to run K
software and for this reason they had released a K to B conversion program.
He listened with interest to details of my visit to America and was most
interested to hear that I thought the B and K should also be sold in the USA.
He knew that many US companies still used the older type processors and said
that they had been examining marketing in the USA closely but that at the
time they could not keep up with world orders for the K and B anyway . While I
was there they were making 2,500 K s and 3,500 B s every month and they were
having emergency meetings trying to plan increases in production.
The way of life is certainly very different - everyone is very polite
and honest. There is practically no crime and the whole population works very
hard indeed mainly staying with the same company for life. Many Sharp workers
live in Sharp accomodation close to the factory and there is a family atmosphere
between all the staff and the management.
Doing business with the Japanese is very difficult for someone from the
West- Japanese firms are more interested in your family and background and the
reasons you came to see them than in actually selling you anything. I met one
U.K. businessman in the hotel who had been there four weeks and hadn't been
able to conclude any business deals at all. In the West decisions are usually
made by the company boss or chairman - in Japan all decisions are made by a
group representing all levels of importance in the production. This can be
time consuming but once a decision has been reached everyone is aware of it and
everything then happens quickly as everyone supports it. Contracts are not
required- all verbal agreements will be honoured.
Sharp Japan kindly put me in touch with a number of retailers and
software houses who were owned by radio amateurs. The common bond of amateur
radio seemed to satisfy the need to establish a good relationship and we
subsequently went on many visits to dealers' homes and we have set up many
software exchange agreements. I must confess that had it not been for our
amateur radio connections we would never have made any software deals in Japan.
As it is we have established ourselves there and hope to have a visit from one
of our new Japanese friends just after Christmas. Nearly all the amateurs spoke
good English; they had after all been practising on their short wave transmitters
I relied on my Sharp language tranlator which proved to be worth its weight in
gold.
Following my visit to Japan I went on to Hong Kong , Thailand , Saudi

Arabia and saw Sharps at each stop but was glad to get home to my own MZ-80K.

MZ-80K and MZ-80B

MONITOR ROUTINES
We have received many requests from members to detail the Sharp
+

MZ-80B

MZ-80K monitor subroutines. The tables below detail the subroutine and its

K address

SUBROUTINE

-

■

.

where appropriate this is followed by the MZ-80B addres s
K ADDRESS

B ADDRESS

SUBROUTINE

K ADDRESS

B ADDRESS

LETNL

$0006

$08 B 0

PRNTS

$000C

$08 B 9

PRNT

$0012

$0916

MSG

$0015

$08 D B

BELL

$00 3E

$0EBE

MELDY

$0030

$ OEE9

XTEMP

$0041

$0DF8

MSTA

$0044

MS TP

$0047

TIMST

$0033

$0E06

TIMRD

$003B

$0E5 1

BRKEY

$001E

$05 62

GETL

$0003

$06 A4

GETKY

$001B

$0871

ASC

$0 3DA

$05 F 3

HEX

$03F9

$05FD

HLHEX

$0410

$0614

2HEX

$041F

$0623

? ?KEY

$09 B 3

? ADCN

$0BB9

? DACN

$0B CE

7BLNK

$0DA6

? DPCT

$0DDC

? PONT

$0FB1

$0A6E

$0 C5 3

Note that on the MZ-80B there is no equivalent to ? BLNK as the B blanks th'
video before writing. There are

no

equivalents to ? ADCN and ? DACN as

.

all MZ-80B routines and display use ASCII

CONVERTING MZ-80K programs to MZ-80B
Converting programs written in standard Sharp SP5025 Basic for use
on the MZ-80B is a simple matter. Sharp have released a tape MZ-80T10C which

is loaded on the MZ-80B and it then allows the B to load K tapes. Once in
memory these can be simply saved as a B format tape. Standard Basic programs

will then run on the B although some adjustments

may be required to

timing loops as the B runs at 4MHz and all the K programs will run faster.

K programs which are converted in this way and contain lines which will need
to be changed to suit the B are marked for easy identification

be lines which contain PEEK or POKE statements.

-

these will

MZ-8QK monitor routines

ROUTINE

ADRESS

- note

these are for SP-1002 only

DESCRIPTION

-

0003

used on switch on
Initial monitor entry point
input line from user and store in memory from (DE)

LETNL
NL

0006

registers are stored
print carriage return and linefeed

PRNTS
TAB

oooc
000F

PRNT

0012

MONITOR
GETL

0000

0009

MS GX

0018

GETKY

001B
62

BRKEY

00IE

-

-

carriage return to be output
obeyed. AF not stored.
0015

all

AF is not saved
print carriage return unless the cursor is already at the
AF not stored
start of a line
AF not stored
prints a single space
AF not stored
tab to the next screen column (1 to 10 spaces)
0D causes a
print the ASCII character in the accumulator

-

MSG

-

-

-

-

control codes 11 to 16 are

print string from (DE) until 0D is found. CR is not output.
Control codes 11 to 16 are obeyed. All registers stored.
As MSG except control codes are printed reverse field.
0 if no key
Scan keyboard and return key pressed in A
pressed. Control keys return 11 to 16 also 60 DEL,61 INST,
AF not stored.
SML, 63 CAP, 64 BREAK, 66 CR.
Check for SHIFT/BREAK. Z flag set if pressed else reset.

-

AF not stored.
0030

Play tune from (DE) coded as in BASIC until either 0D or C8

TIMST

0033

TIMRD
BELL
XTEMP

003B

is found. C flag set if BREAK pressed. AF not stored.
Set clock:DE=time(secs) ACC=0(am) or l(pm). AF not stored.
Read clock. Registers as TIMST.DE,AF ,not stored.

0041

MSTA

0044

MS TP

0047

MELDY

003E

MAINL00P 0082

PRTHL
PRTHX
ASC
HEX

03B A

03C3
03DA
03F9

HLH.EX

0410

2HEX
? ? KEY

041F

? ADCN

0BB9

?DACN

0B CE
0DA6

7BLNK

09 B 3

AF not stored.
Beep middle A.
Set tempo by low nibble of AF (0 to 7). AF not stored.
Start sound. Pitch in FREQ. HL,AF not stored.
Stop sound. AF not stored.
Warm start for monitor.
Print HL in hex . AF not stored.
Print A in HEX . AF not stored.
Low nibble of A converted to ASCII 0 to F. AF not stored.
Convert ASCII 0-F in A to hex 0-F in low nibble.C flag = 0
if successful else CF=1. AF not stored.
4 bytes from DE are taken as ASCII hex number and converted
to hex in HL. CF as above. HL,AF not stored.
2 bytes from (DE) converted to hex in A. CF,REGS as HEX.
Flash cursor until a key is pressed and return the display
code in A. AF not stored.
ASCII in A converted to display code in A. AF not stored.
Display code in A conver ted to ASCII. AF not stored.
Wait for a video blanking pulse then return.All regs stored.

monitor routines
DESCRIPTION

SP10Q2

ROUTINE

ADDRESS

? DP CT

ODDC

? PONT

OFB1

WRINF
WRDAT
RDINF
RDDAT
VERIFY
FTYPE
FNAME
FSIZE
FSTART
EXECUTE

0021

continued

0024

Output control character (CO to CD) in A.
CO Scroll., Cl cursor down arrow, C2 cursor up arrow,
C 3 cursor right arrow,C4 cursor left arrow,C5 H0ME,C6 CLR,
C7 DEL , C8 INST, C9 S ML , CA CAP , CD CR . AF not stored.
D3E7). AF not stored.
Set HL to cursor position (D000
Output tape header. AF not stored.
Output tape data. AF not stored.

0027

Read tape header. AF not stored.

002 A

Read tape data. AF not stored.

002D
10F1

Verify tape file. AF not stored.
File type. 1 = OB J ,2 =B TX ,3=BS D,4 =AS C ,5 =RB ,AO Al=Pascal.
Filename (end with OD)
1101

1102

2 bytes contain length of file.

1104

2 bytes contain the start of the file in memory.

1106

2 bytes indicate the execution address of the program. If

-

10F0

greater than 1200 loading from monitor will cause auto run.
This memory is all saved when the header is output. Changing

n.b 10F0-116F

the FSTART after calling WRINF may be used to relocate a
a file in memory.

CASE

Caps or small flag.

1170

Cursor pointer.
40/80 character line pointers.
118D
1173
VIDMAP
Character hidden by cursor.
VIDCHR
118E
Location of hidden character.
VIDPOS
118 F
Flag indicating whether the cursor is on or off.
ONOFF
1191
Insert mode or normal.
Character at cursor. INSMOD 1193
1192
CURCHR
Number of characters along line.
CHARC
1194
LEADERCHKSUM 1197 Checksum.
AMPM
119B Clock am/pm.
CFLAG
119C Clock on or off.

DSPXY

1171

-

.

B FLAG
LENGTH
FREQ
BUFFER
IVECT
STACK

Beep on or off.

119 D
119 F

11A1
11 A 3
1038
10F 0

-

TEMPO

119E

Music tempo.

Note octave.
OCTAVE
11A0
Note length.
Note frequency.
Monitor input buffer.
11F3
Interrupt vector. Also RST 7 vector.
Initial monitor stack pointer.

The control codes 11- 16 referred to above are 11 cursor down arrow,
n.b.
12 Cursor up arrow , 13 cursor right arrow , 14 cursor left arrow,
15 HOME and. 16 clear screen.
The above routines are stored in the 4K monitor ROM in the MZ-80K and are
therefore unalterable. The monitor in the MZ-80B is loaded into RAM from tape

or disk and can therefore be changed by the user.

A

COMPLETE

COMMENTED LISTING OF THE MONITOR IS AVAILABLE FROM

NEWBEAR

PASCAL FOR MZ80B
by Nick Hislop

Only a few weeks after introducing the MZ80B micro to the U.K.

, Sharp

have released a cassette based Pascal for the MZ-80B. The main difference
between SB4515 (for the B) and the SP4505 (for the K) is the addition of some
rather neat editing features. Auto repeat has now been included on all keys,

including the cursor controls. The reverse field cursor movement characters so

familiar to MZ-80K owners are implemented in

SB4515

by simply pressing the

GRAPH key with the required cursor arrow key.
The insertion and deletion of text is very easy on

SB4515.

Pressing the

insert key causes the cursor to flash faster and from that time on the line
of text shifts automatically to the right or lef tdepending on whether characters

are

.

being inserted or deleted There is a special $ mode which during insertion

of lines moves the cursor to a position indented immediately below the line

.

previously indented This feature is invaluable when indentation is required
and saves a great deal of effort. The 40 or 80 character display modes can be

selected from the numeric keypad or can be switched under program control. The
change statement is also implemented.
The best feature of Pascal on the

resolution graphics

MZ-80B is that SB4515 supports high

statements similar to those in the BASIC including the

excellent PATTERN , LINE and GR SET. Reserved words are displayed in lower case
characters and the editor automatically changes any words entered in upper case.
The blue user defined keys on the MZ-80B can be programmed for single
stroke reserved words and this greatly enhances this latest MZ-80B language.

A cassette based "easy Assembler" is also now available for the MZ-80B.

An FDOS with all the facilities of those described

in this newsletter for the

MZ-80K will be released for the B in October. We are particularly happy with
the operation of the BASIC Compiler which is supplied with the B FDOS as it
considerably speeds up the operation of programs.

THE MZ-80B

-

Sharp's latest addition

by

Graham Knight

Since the last newsletter Sharp have released the MZ-80B micro. It has received such
a large amount of press coverage that this review will be quite short. The MZ-80B has 64K RAM,
2K VRAM,2K Character Generator ROM, 2K Boot ROM, and 8K of VRAM as standard and a further 8K of
VRAM is available as an optional extra. The processor is a Z80A running at 4MHz and thebuilt in
screen gives definition to 64,000 points. The keyboard has a typewriter feel and allows upper
and lower case letters, graphic characters and reverse field. A handy numeric pad is placed on
the right hand side and includes the all important enter key. 10 further keys are user defined.
There are seperate keys for the cursor controls and another four keys for the cassette. The
cassette has many novel features including a lid which flips open on depressing a key, loads
50%
Basic and then rewinds the cassette itself. Data is transferred at 1,800 bits per second
faster than the K and particular programs are searched for at the fast forward speed. The MZ-80B
has a built in Z80A PI0 and the manual has a great deal of technical information about inter¬
facing , interupts , hand shaking etc etc. New commands include PATTERN, POSITION, GRAPH, LINE, BLINE,
POINT , POSH , P0SV , CHANGE , PAGE , IMAGE , COPY , DEF KEY , CONSOLE , CURSOR , CSRV , CSRH , etc , etc .
The B is supplied with three large manuals one of which gives the technical details, one
the monitor listing and comments and the Basic language information. See above re PASCAL and
the FDOS. A CP/M disk operating system and a double precision Basic are to be released in late
October. Bi-directional RS232 , IEEE-488 , paper punch, card reader, and colour will soon be released.

-

PRODUCTS WHICH INTERFACE WITH THE MZ-80K
We are often asked about interfacing the Sharp with other equipment. There are two
companies who we recommend you contact for helpful advice. The first is 3D Digital Design
of 18 Warren Street, London W1P 5DB telephone 01 387 7388. Dr. Mills,Dr. Bailey,and Dr. ALKibasi all have a great deal of experience in connecting the Sharp up to a variety of printers
and have a range of serial and parallel interfaces. 3D also specialise in rapid data acquisition
techniques and will customise equipment to suit your requirements. We have been using one of
their bi-directional serial interfaces for some time and have always found 3D to be most
helpful. They were also able to help friends of ours who required Sharp MZ-80Ks but with
special character generators.
Another company specialising in interfaces is Peterson Electronics of Academy Street,
Forfar,Angus DD8 2HA telephone Forfar 62591. This company use the Sharp extensively for
controlling underwater vehicles which are used in the North sea for laying cables and checking
equipment at depths which are out of reach of divers. This work has led to the development of
a number of boards which plug into the Sharp interface box and allow the Sharp to be used for
a large variety of purposes.These include an ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER which has 16 multi¬
plexed analog inputs in the range 0 to 5 volts. Machine code and BASIC software listings are
supplied which samples all 16 inputs and displays their values on the screen.
Peterson Electronics also have a board with 12 opto isolated inputs with eight
individual relay outputs rated at 8 amps. Input voltages can be in the range 2 to 35v.
Peterson too have a bi-directional serial interface and this one plugs into the Sharp
interface box. transmit and receive are individually switch selectable between RS232/ TTL/20ma
and it has software selectable baud rates between 75 and 19200 . Sync or async , even or odd
parity and word length are all software selectable. Modem control handshake signals are
available.
The Peterson EPROM PROGRAMMER board plugs directly into the MZ-80I/0 and operates
from a single 5v supply. It has an on board DC/DC converter for programming voltage and
verifies the EPROM by reading back and comparing the data. It can even be used to read

other EPROMS into RAM !!!.The software is supplied on cassette with each board.
Knights of Aberdeen have released a 4MHz CPU board for the MZ-80K. It consists of a
board with a Z80A,a number of integrated circuits,crystal and other components and allows
the Sharp to be run at the standard 2MHz or at double speed 4MHz. No soldering is required
and the board is fitted by removing the existing Z80 and plugging the board into that socket.
It does not speed up the speed of the printer or the speed of writing on the screen but it

does speed up dramatically everything else. A large array which took 60 seconds to initialise
at 2MHz is created in 30 seconds - programs in any language just zip along. Data to and from
the cassette is also speeded up - 2,400 bits per second instead of 1200. A change in speed
from 2 to 4MHz can be made during programming execution. The existing crystal circuit is
retained and the time clock and music statements therefore stay correct at 2 or 4MHz.
Knights have also released KNIGHT COMMS-an interface which plugs into the Sharp 50
connector on the back of the MZ-80K. This unit has its own power supply and is for RTTY
transmission and reception. Two wires from the receiver loudspeaker connect to the input and
rtty signals are sent to the transmitter microphone socket. Baud rates are selectable from the
keyboard. Incoming signals are displayed on the screen and on transmit messages can be sent
on the keys or from 5 memory stores. It also transmits morse code.Details from GM8FFX.

4MHz board does more than just double the speed
The 4MHz also allows you to use the
page zero restart address or to change 6000 REM MONITOR CONTROL PROGRAM
REM
the monitor by swapping the monitor
INITIALIZE
REM
with the upper 4K of RAM. This feature 5030 P|3=40000
as follows: 6040 LIMIT A3
is controlled by port
N0REA1 .PUSH AF
RAM BASE PUSH AP
6050 FOR ,T=A3+1 TO A3+32
Lt) A,' 0FFH
XOR A
READ I
OUT (0E0H),A 6060
OUT (0E0H),A
6070 POKE -J,I

POP AP
POP AP
6080
RET
RET
6090
Calling RAMB AS E sets the RAM memory to 6100
cover 0000H - BPPPH with the monitor 6110
from C000H to CPPPH - D000H upwards areÿA©
unchanged. Calling NORMAL restores to 5130
standard. If you wish to run programs £449
in the new mode it will be necessary
5150
to copy the monitor back into the lowesJj£tg
4K of RAM. The monitor control program £470
does this memory switch and copies the £430
monitor down into ram. Options are the.ÿ490
given to a,lter the monitor by either
6200
switching off the cursor or disabling 6210
the V-SYNC to increase the speed of
6220
printing to the screen.
6230
Other possible applications could £.240
be to diss.ble the break key, to change 6250
the keyboard routines, etc etc..
6260
The program on the right has been 6270
written for use with SP5025 BASIC. The 6288
same program will also run on the 6298
Disk Basic or on the Double Precision 6300
Basic. _
6310
6320
6330
6348
0 + --/

NEXT J
DATA 229,213,197,62,255,211,224,33,0
DATA 192,17,0,0,1,0,16,237,176, 193
DATA 209,225,201, 175,21 1 ,224,201
DATA 62,8,50,0,0,201
PRINT"E"
PR I NTTAB < 17): "1 0< NORMAL > "
PRINT"MODE CONTROL :M RAM ROM"
PRINT"CURSOR BLINK :C OFF ON"
PRI NT "U-SVNC"; TAB < 1 3> ; ":S NO VES"
PRINT
I NF'IJT"CONTROL CHO I CE (M ,C,S)?" ? C$
IFC$= " M "THEN6240
IFC$= "C"THEN62S0
I FCf= "S"THEN6338

GOT061 38
INPUT"MODE a,0)";M
IF M=0 THEN USR(A3+23):GOTO6130
USR(A3+1)
GOT06130
INPUT"MODE a,0)";C
A 1 = 10:A2=4:D= 175:1FC=0THEND=7
D= 175
IF C=0 THEN D=7
GOT06370
INPUT"MODE <1,0)";S
Al=13: A2=166
6350 D=201
6360 IF S=0 THEN D=245

j

y

4-A

I1

KNIGHTS COMPUTERS
P.O. BOX 49, ABERDEEN, SCOTLAND, U.K.
PHONE 224-630526
TELEX 739169

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
388 REM
318 REM
32@ REM
350 REM

200
210
220
230
248
758
260
279
280
290

Pros ram

segment,

to allow

the- user to enter" new 1 1
into the pros ram

Laneuaee BASIC SP-5025
Compatible with COMMANDS!

Ur it ten

by D,

Booth

6370
6375
6390
6400
6410
pfifl

o.C-h i na couSm

v\

RPM Q$

or t a i ns the

i

t he

and

r-""

BLANK

TWO
J kjj n fsrjjir? 11 “
fit:
1 1 r>
"he
REM
560 PRINT
np T y.’J p p J kj"
irr “v -4
pp T
. blank lines
t ;-'a
trpfi pCM pT vt
cr.Ejpj

Dp

»

fa i~ÿ

&

y

pp T 1 1*1" » f 01~«Tf;

\A

Ci

■

1*

PPM

r;

:

~r «-• p -r

r>p T i|T ii 1

pr;k;Cr

355

”'--'0 STOP
368 RA-53888:REM Routine address
T
t
o re 1 ocat e t he rou i ne 700 PfWF 4
370 REM
3-P.8

390
488

410
420
430

10
chans e R A.
REM
LIMIT RO:RH=INT C RA7256):RL=RA-256:+:RH 72Q
730
FOR I =0 TO 6'
748
READ RD:POKE RA+I , RD
758
NEXT I
760
DATA 245, 197,229,213, 195,91,8
•=. i ivip 1 y

L/VFS

..

£20
L-ip

POKE A3+31, A1
UoR i. A3+27
GOTO 6130

378 PPM Pir -et set UP

Do.t e w r i 11en 1679781
Date rewised XX7XX •'XX
S0t.

P0KEA3+28,D
POKE A3+30, A2

■

. -\ , i

PPM Rg.

REM t o
REM
PCM
n.L!
i

REM To
REM si

Hr
888

iH

r*.

p

»•“

p
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MZ80 FDOS

by Duncan Booth

The Sharp MZ-80K FDOS (floppy disk operating system) which has just
been released by Sharp allows the writing of machine code or compiled BASIC
programs which may interface with the disk system. Facilities are also
provided to handle serial interfaces, paper tape punch/reader , X-Y plotter.

The format of the disks has been improved to allow greater speed of
access and to record the date on which the file was created. The protection
status of the file is also stored.
Filenames for the FDOS consist of three parts : device n ame ;filename ;
filetype. The device name may be any of $FD1
$FD4, $LPT ( printer ),$ CMT
(cassette),$CRT ,$KB ,$PTR,$PTP,$S1A (serial in A),$S1B, $SOA,$SOB, $USR1
$ US R4 Only the disk drives require a filename although one can also be

-

-
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assigned to the cassette. The filename may be up to 16 alphanumeric characters
but spaces and many other characters are not permitted. The filetype specified
may be S YS ,AS C,RB ,OB J ,LIB ,B TX ,BSD ,FTN ,PAS In most applications some of

.

these attributes may be omitted and dummy characters ? and * permit file
names to match several files, e.g. DIR A*.* will directory AB C AS C,AXY OB J
but not XAB
The disk text editor is almost identical to the tape editor but has
the additional ability of disk handling
files which are too long to store
inmemory at once may be edited a single page at a time. This facility

.

.

-

effectively removes the upper limit on the size of text files.
To use the editor enter EDIT filename (only.ASC files may be edited).
DIR gives the directory of the current drive and if a filename is specified
only matching files are displayed. For each file the drive numbe r,length ,
prote ction ,name ,type ,an d date of creation are displayed. TYPE will print any
ASC file on the screen or printer. RENAME renames files. DELETE will delete
files but an option allows the user to enter Y or N as each file is displayed.
e.g. DELETE/C *.* will list all files on a disk and offer the user the option
of deleteing each one. CHATR allows the protection of files:
e.g. CHATR S SECRE T,ABC ,P ,XYZ ,W will protect ABC against reading or writing
and XYZ against writing only. To change the protection the same password
XFER allows files to be transferred between devices :
must be used.
e.g. XFER ,AB C ,$LP T will transfer ABC from the current drive to the printer.
RUN simply runs programs. FREE gives details of the remaining space on a disk
DATE and TIME print or set the date and time. EXEC treats an ASCII file as
a series of commands and executes them. HCOPY allows messages to be typed
on to the printer. PAGE outputs a formfeed to the printer or any other
suitable device. ASM calls the disk assembler which takes an ASC file and
assembles it. Optional outputs are: a full listing,a list of errors, output
e.g. ASM ABC ,ERR/E ,$CRT/ L ,OUTPUT/G will list the program on the
file.
screen,create a file ERR.ASC containing the errors and OUPUT.RB will contain
the relocateable file.

MZ-80K

FDOS

continued

LINK FILENAME,replaces the relocateable loader and DEBUG filename
allows debugging .There are a few changes in the assembler the most important
of which being ORG now replaces REL. LIBRARY creates a library file. VERIFY
may be used to check files on disk ,cassette etc. COPY will copy any disk
including the master (unless the master has been altered). FORMAT initialises
disks. Each disk has a password which must be known to overwrite a disk with
COPY or to re-initialise an already existing disk. If it is known the sign
may also be changed. ASSIGN will assign user de vices.STATUS gives the status
of devices

.

The FDOS manual gives full details of routines to call for handling
files etc from machine code and any FDOS command may be easily accessed if
required. The BASIC COMPILER supports most of the disk BASIC commands with
some very useful additions. Any FDOS command may be accessed from BASIC
CL1"ASM ABC" will assemble the file ABC then continue the BASIC program.
e.

.

DEF FNA( X ,Y) and DEF FNB$(Y$) are new additions.
POKE AD,10,11,12 will poke three consecutive locations from AD with 10,11
and 12. POKE $C000,A$ is also allowed.
EXTERNAL is perhaps the most powerful extension. EXTERNAL is used to define
10 EXTERNAL PL0T,FNPX
e.g.
new commands.
20 PLOT X ,Y
30 A= FNPX (10)
the number
PLOT and FNPX must be defined in a separate assembly program
and type of parameters may be specified and used or altered as desired by

-

the programmer.

ON BRKEY and OFF BRKEY allow SHIFT/BREAK to be trapped if desired and acted
on as necessary. The maximum array subscript is limited only by the available

.

memory

One of the first things Graham Knight did on arrival in Japan was to
s en d a copy of the FDOS by airmail. It has been in constant use ever since
an d is now available on general release in the U.K.

--
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(some of these have been published before but
we keep being asked for out of print newsletters)
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entering SG and a CR onswitch on and every further
The following all refer to the MZ-80K
POKE10167,1 switches off the PEEK protect
key entry will cause a beep to sound
entering
GOTO$1200 is the cold start return to Basic
BYE returns the Sharp from Basic to monitor
P0KE59555,0 blanks the screen and POKE 59555,1 restores the
..GOTO$1260 is the warm start
video display
POKE57347,4 turns the LED indicator to red and POKE 57347,5 turns it green
again
If you enter NEW and do not return to full memory this means that the previous
program included machine code routines which are retained in memory - return to full size by
entering LIMIT MAX
to print double quotes on the screen in SP5025 BASIC POKE 6350:?CHR$(34)
GET in tape basic does not respond to the comma but does in disk basic
;:P0KE 6350,34
To switch off the PEEK protect in SP6015 disk Basic POKE 8048,1
the printer output is to
port FF and the printer control lines are FE...to start SPACE INVADERS enter S and skip the
world turning sequence - enter R to return to monitor - GOTO$2000 restarts from monitor

____

....

SHARP PASCAL
Software

supplied

The Sharp SP4015

for the MZ-80K
by Nick Hislop
comprises the MZ-80K PASCAL

interpreter ,a comprehensive manual complete with a handy test editor/error
message card and an applications tape with several PASCAL programs. The
language loads from tape in about two minutes and occupies just over 16K of
memory. This Sharp version of PASCAL is a subset of the language but has some

additional features tailored especially for the MZ-80K. The SP4015 has PEEK,
POKE and KEY incorporated as well as the ability to interact with the SHARP
colour system which was described in the last issue of the Newsletter.
TEXT EDITOR PASCAL programs are created using the text editor which
is included in the SP4015 language. The editor has several facilities includ¬
ing : save text to tape;load text from tape ;de lete,ins ert and list lines ,with
full screen editing. The editor also has a hard copy facility.Before a
program is run ,the interpreter checks each line for syntax and if correct
executes the program.
THE LANGUAGE ITSELF The Pascal runs faster than the Sharp BASIC
but as it is an interpreter rather than a compiler based language
the speed
is not so fast as a compiled Fortran program. Of course speed is not the only
criterion in choosing a programming language and in terms of elegance the
Sharp Pascal is the best of the six languages currently available for the
MZ-80K. The following are the differences between Sharp 4015 and standard
Pascal!
1. No structured data types are allowed.
2. No procedure or function may be defined within a procedure
or fun ction.
3. Only value parameters may be passed to procedures or functions.
4. The labe 1.....GOTO facility hasn’t been included in 4015.
Sharp Pascal does have all four simple data types ,procedures ,functions ,
facilities for tape files,plus re curs ion ,mus i c and all the major mathematical
fun ctions+ logi cal and relational operators. SP4015 also supports facilities
for N dimensional arrays,case s tatemen ts ,all three types of loopÿand can
access all 255 ports. Links can be made to machine code subroutines. There
are 45 error messages in the language and the manual includes many useful
charcter tab les ,several memory maps,sample programs and a list of Z80 opcodes.
Conclus ion Although lacking some of the facilities of standard
Pascal,SP4015 is sophisticated and fast enough to give programmers a real
taste of Pascal. The manual is good despite many hiccups in the translation.
The whole concept of Pascal programming is explained in a detailed manner.The
Sharp interpreter is complex and beginners are advised to start with the
KNIGHTS WEE PASCAL (which is supplied free along with the Sharp PASCAL). The

-

WEE PASCAL is an excellent introduction to Pascal programming and once master¬
ed users can proceed with confidence to the more complex Sharp Pascal. We
have been using the Sharp Pascal since March and we find it great for fast
we have used it a great deal in conjunction with the MZ-80DU colour
movement

-

THE SHARP DOUBLE PRECISION DISK BASIC SP6115 for the MZ-80K
by Duncan Booth
This new double precision BASIC has been written with business users
in mind. It features several improvements over the standard Disk Basic by
including 16 digit precision, PRINT US ING ,AUTO,APPEND ,DELETE and VERIFY. The
only restriction appears to be the lack of SIN,COS, etc which are not normally
used by business programme rs.The file handling features of the disk basic are
almost unchanged but tape files are also supported thus allowing compatability
with both tape and disk BASIC programs. The form of storage has been changed
however so so that programs may only be transferred from SP6015 to SP6115 by

saving onto casstte and reloading. AUTO gives auto line numbers as per the
KNIGHT COMMANDER.
APPEND ALLOWS A PROGRAM to be appended from either tape or disk. One
of the programs supplied on the master disk is called FUNCTION,it contains
subroutines for a wide selection of trig,hyperb olic and logarithmic functions.
DELETE is still used to delete files but may also be used to delete
files but may also be used to delete blocks of lines in a program.
VERIFY is used to check cassette files.
The size of an array is now limited only by the available memory.
e.g. DIM A(1000) is now legal. Pi is defined as 3.141592653589793.
PRINT USING is included in this BASIC.
1,234.56.
;1234.5 67 will print
e.g. PRINT USING"#-#,
Foreign currency symbols are treated specially and there is the
option of printing with either an 0 or a zero. This could be used in the
preparation of accounts on a high quality printer.
String comparisons may now include inequalities. A repeat key has
e number
now
IL-HO
is nowÿ
numoer range is
TO
been added on most keys. Finally the
lE-48ÿ to

9.999999999999999Et78.
FULL STRING HANDLING ROUTINE FOR SP5025 BASIC
The following routine allows full string handling. N.B. this is an improved version of that ir.
the last newsletter.
i 0000 DOTH i 21 , 21 3,245, 285,174.-34, 285,15,24,241,145
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
1,24,1
{
{
4
5
205
o
2
ZZ
f
1
5
2 - 25
28 1 r'6 48, y, 2b, 1 90, 35
1 001 0 DAT A48 1 1 5 1 z'9 1
y
,
,
,
,
,
17b,
,
,
,
,
,
lb,
,
1
48
4
2
b
2b
245
48
1
24b
23 6 1 , 48, 25 - 61 , 48, 22
1 8820 DAT A 1 9 32 2
- 48, 23, 61 , 48,25, 241 , 4o,
,
,
,
40,
32,24, 25, 241 , 32, 22
,
24,
48,
61
21
61
18038 DATA61
,
,
17,
,
,
17,24,6.-241,56,
1,48,7,24,
,
8
1
24
24
1 8, 24 1 , 5b, 7
5b
1
25
?
24
A24
1 8040 DAT
1 0850 DAT A24, 232,17,38, 22,24,3, 17,25, 22, 285, 26, 24, 225, 285, 123,35, 1 95,91,34
18860 MA=36
1 8865 CHECKSUM=8
1 8870 TM= < MA+4 > * 1 @24
18080 LIMIT TM-128
10090 FOR H=TM- 1 20 TO TM-18
18100 READ A
1 8 1 85 CHEC K S U M = CH EC KSU M + A
10110 F'QKEN? A
10128 NEXT
1 8 1 25 I FCHECKSUMC >9070THENPR I NT " ERROR I N DATA STATEMENT ":STOP
10130 L=TM- 1 20
10140 LH= I NT(L.--256):LL= I NT < L-256+LH+.5 >
1 0 1 50 POKE8805, LL:POKE8806, L.H
10160 END

14999 STOP
.15000 REM RESTORE BASIC TO NORMfÿ
1 58 1 0 POKE8805,114; P0KE8886, 34
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Music programming on the Sharp MZ-80K in Pascal and FORTH
Graham Knight

Pascal Music
Earlier issues of Electronics and
Music Maker have detailed the pro¬
gramming techniques which enable
the Sharp MZ-80K micro to play tunes
written in BASIC or machine code.
Two further languages are now
available for the Sharp - Pascal and
FORTH. Both support music state¬
ments, and programming sounds
presents an interesting challenge and
greatly assists in learning the new
languages.
Pascal was originally developed
as a teaching aid and in that respect it
is excellent as it encourages pro¬
grammers to adopt a systematic and
logical approach towards writing
structured software. Sharp have re¬
leased a Pascal interpreter for the
MZ-80K which occupies 17K of RAM
leaving 31K for programming on the
48K Sharp. Sharp's interpreter has
many of the features as defined by
Niklaus Wirth, the inventor of Pascal,
with the addition of TEMPO and
MUSIC.
An example of a music program
written in Sharp Pascal appears in
Figure 1. The first thing to notice
about a Pascal program is that there
are no line numbers - those that
appear on the left hand side of the
listing are merely used by the text
editor to make preparation of a pro¬
gram easier. These numbers have
been left in the listing to make the
explanations somewhat easier. A
semi-colon is used to denote the end
of a statement li ne. The i ndentation of
the listing is not essential but is
advisable in order to make the pro¬
grams readable and lucid.
All variables in a Pascal pro¬
gram must be declared before use
along with their type, which may be
real, integer, character (car), or boo¬
lean. Line 0 declares a variable A
which is used to store an integer.
BEGIN in line 1 signifies the end of all
declarations of variables and denotes
the start of the main program block,
which is terminated by the word END.
(note the full stop). Line 2 sets the
tempo for the music calls and can be
in the range 1 to 7. Line 3 initialises
variable A with the value 6 and it is
worth noting that a variable is of
indeterminate value between decla¬
ration and initialisation. Line 4 is the
equivalent of a BASIC PRINT state¬
ment as Sharp Pascal accepts the
usual print formatting characters.
Lines 5 to 12 demonstrate one of
Pascal's best features, the WHILE DO loop. If the test at the start of the
loop is true, the loop is repeated until
such a time as the condition finally
becomes false. With a REPEAT UNTIL loop it if possible to place the
test at the bottom of the loop. The
music statements in Ames 7 to 10 are
very similar to the BASIC music

0. UHR A: INTEGER;
1. BEG IN
2. TEMPO OS) ‘
■ H ■ =4
4. WRITE*:.' " BSSSSSSCSSSSSSSSSSSSCLEflENTINE OPENING BARS" > s
5 .WHILE H< >0 DO
BEGIN
MUSIC < " D3 " ? "Dl'S ,,D4-H4,I>;
u■
MUSIC < " #F3 " ? “ #F1 ” " #F4D4 " ) 5
MUSIC<,,D3,S "#F1% ,,M4n, "M">1
9.
10.
MUSIC < " 63 n , " #F1 % " E6R 1 " >
11.
fls=fl-l5
12.
END:
13. END
14.
?

Figure 1.

A Pascal Program.

FORTH

REG 1 + L-UN'dT ftREb REId Z +
CONST BC REG 4 + CONST DE REG
6 + CONST HL
Figure 2.

C MUSIC DE ! $30 USR DROP 3
Figure 3.

ttCDEFGfiET0~CrE-F-G-PTm MUSI C
Figure 4.

Another language which-, is nov
available on tape for the Sharp MZ
80K is FORTH and again the imple
mentation supports the Sharp musk
facility. Originally developed by <
radio astronomer, FORTH is a com
piled stack-based language utilising
Reverse Polish Notation. FORTH i:
capable of a very high speed o
execution as it is kept as simple a:
possible - indeed the programmer i!
left to define any extra command!
required, apart from those previous!;
defined by the language. In othe
words FORTH allows the program
mer to strip the language down to thi
bare minimum oh commands thu:
allowing programs to run at over tei
times the speed of BASIC programs
To access music in FORTH on th<
Sharp MZ-80K it is necessary to star
by defining the Z80 CPU registers fo
use under program control. An ex
ample is given in Figure 2. Next it i
necessary to define the MUSIC com
mand (see Figure 3). Programminj
music in FORTH is then as easy a
programming in BASIC (see Figure 4)
but it must be remembered that th<
string to be played must end with
(shifted C) followed by a space am
the command MUSIC.
Those users new to Pascal anFORTH may wish to start learning b
using the music commands first
Errors in ordinary programs aresome
times difficult to spot and often take
long time to appear on the screer
Errors in programming music I
Pascal and FORTH will be hear
instantly and provide an exceller
introduction to these powerfi

.

commands. The use of a comma as in
line 8 programs a small rest to pro¬
duce the distinctive dotted quaver semi-quaver rhythm. Each time the
loop is executed the value of A is
decreased by 1 until finally the test
registers false and the program ends.

Obviously there is far more to
Pascal than can be shown in this
small example but it gives an indi¬
cation why Pascal is being hotly
tipped to become the successor to
BASIC in the world of personal micro¬

languages.

E&MI

OCTOBER ,1981 Electonics
and Music Maker.
Electronics and Music Maker is an interesting new magazine edited by a member who is well knowr
in the music business. E+MM has regular Sharp articles by yours truly and has featured the
talking MZ-80K in recent issues. Back issues are still available from E+MM Southend.
This issue has had very few photographs being mostly text. I hope we have answered manj
of your queries and brought you up to date with the latest Sharp developments - I grpte fully
acknowledge the help of Mr. Amano and his staff at Sharp in Japan for allowing me to use
software before its release.I hope to have the next issue out around Christmas - let us have
Happy computing, Graham Knight .
your suggestions and contributions.
computing.

